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A hierarchical state machine (Hsm) is a ﬁnite state machine where a vertex can either
expand to another hierarchical state machine (box) or be a basic vertex (node). Each node
is labeled with atomic propositions. We study an extension of such model which allows
atomic propositions to label also boxes (Shsm). We show that Shsms can be exponentially
more succinct than Shsms and veriﬁcation is in general harder by an exponential factor.
We carefully establish the computational complexity of reachability, cycle detection, and
modelcheckingagainstgeneralLtlandCtlspeciﬁcations.Wealsodiscusssomenaturaland
interesting restrictions of the considered problems for which we can prove that Shsms can
be veriﬁed as much efﬁciently as Hsms, still preserving an exponential gap of succinctness.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Finite state machines (labeled ﬁnite transition systems) are widely used for modeling the ﬂow of control of digital
systemsandareappealingtoformalveriﬁcationsuchasmodelchecking[1,2].Inmodelchecking,ahigh-levelspeciﬁcationis
expressed by a formula of a logic and is checked for fulﬁllment on an abstract model of the system. Though a typical solution
to this problem is linear in the size of the model, it is computationally hard since the model generally grows exponentially
with the number of variables which are used to describe the system (state-space explosion). As a consequence, an important
part of the research on model checking has been concerned with handling this problem.
Complex systems are usually composed of relatively simple modules in a hierarchical manner, and hierarchical structures
arealsotypicalofobject-orientedparadigms[3,4,5].Ahierarchicalﬁnitestatemachine(Hsm)[6],iscomposedofseveralﬁnite
state machines where a vertex can either expand to another hierarchical state machine (box) or be a basic vertex (node).
Each node is labeled with atomic propositions (AP) and the outcomes of the model thus generate sequences over 2AP. The
complexity of model checking for Hsms is discussed in [6] and the succinctness of such models compared to standard ﬁnite
state machines is addressed in [7].
In this paper, we consider a variation of the hierarchical state machines where also boxes are labeled with atomic
propositions. The intended meaning of such labeling is that when a box b expands to a machine M, all the vertices of M
inherit the atomic propositions of b (scope), such that different vertices expanding to M can place M into different scopes. For
this reason, we call such model a hierarchical state machine with scope-dependent properties (scope-dependent hierarchical
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statemachine,shortlyShsm).1 Weshowthat,byallowingthismoregenerallabeling,itispossibletoobtainmodelsofsystems
that are exponentially more succinct than Hsms. As an example, consider a digital clock with hours, minutes, and seconds.
We can construct a hierarchical state machine M composed of a sequence of three machines M1, M2, and M3 such that the
boxes of M3 expands to M2 and the boxes of M2 expands to M1.I nM3, each box corresponds to a hour and boxes are linked
accordingly to increasing time. Analogously, M2 models minutes and M1 seconds. The ﬂat model for such digital clock has
24 · 60 · 60 = 86,400 vertices, while M has only 24 + 60 + 60 + 6 = 150 vertices (6 are simply entry and exit nodes). If we
are interested in checking properties that refer to a precise time (for example, time 10 : 20 : 20), we can show that using
Hsms we would need at least 86,400 nodes, that is, no gain with respect to the ﬂat model. In our model instead, we are
able to label each box in M3 with atomic propositions from a set Ph each encoding the corresponding hour. Analogously we
can use atomic propositions Pm and Ps to encode minutes and seconds in M2 and M1, respectively. This way, each state of
M is labeled with the hour, minute, and second of a precise time in a day and transitions in M are forced to visit states by
increasing times.
We study the complexity of veriﬁcation on Shsms. In particular, we consider basic veriﬁcation questions such as reacha-
bility and cycle detection, and the model checking problem against general Ltl [9] and Ctl [1] speciﬁcations. We show that
for an Shsm M and a formula ϕ: Ltl model checking is Pspace-complete and can be solved in O(|M|16|ϕ|) time; Ctl model
checking is Exptime-complete and can be solved in O(|M|2|ϕ|(d+1)) time, where d is the maximum number of exit nodes
of M. We also show that reachability and cycle detection are both NP-complete. According to the results shown in [6]f o r
Hsms, we get time complexities increased by an O(2|ϕ|) factor which is exactly what we gain in succinctness. Concerning to
the reachability and cycle detection problems, we show that if the evaluation of the boolean formula expressing the set of
target states is somehow consistent with the hierarchic structure of the given Shsm then we can show a linear-time upper
bound for both problems.
A natural restriction on the deﬁnition of Shsms is to require that an atomic proposition which labels a box b cannot label
the vertices of any of the machines which directly or indirectly expand from b. This is the case in many concrete models
wherepropertiesarelocaltomodules,suchasinthecaseoftheaboveclockexample.WeshowthattheserestrictedShsmsare
exponentiallylesssuccinctthanShsmsandexponentiallymoresuccinctthanHsms.Wealsoshowthatthoughthecomplexity
of veriﬁcation does not substantially improve for restricted Shsms, Ltl model checking can be solved in O(|M|8|ϕ|) time,
i.e., it has the same upper bound as for Hsms[ 6]. On the other side reachability and cycle detection problems still remain
NP-complete. However, we discuss two conditions each ensuring a linear-time upper bound for such problems. In particular,
we show that conjunctions of literals are always consistent with the structure of a restricted Shsm, and therefore, we can
prove the claimed upper bound for formulas in disjunctive normal form and restricted Shsms. It is worth noticing that this
result cannot be extended to general Shsms, since we show that both problems are NP-hard on such models even if we
restrict to target sets expressed as conjunctions of literals. Moreover, we get the claimed bound also if the boolean formula
expressing the target set is a conjunction of formulas which are “locally valuable” on the vertices of the restricted Shsm.
There are several papers in the literature that have concerned with hierarchical state machines. In [10,11], the veriﬁcation
tool HERMES which is based on hierarchical state machines is discussed. The extension of hierarchical state machines with
recursive expansions of nodes (state machines with recursive calls) are studied in [12] and a corresponding temporal logic
is introduced in [13]. Recursive state machines turn out to be equivalent to pushdown automata [12]. Recursive calls and
scope-dependent properties have been considered in [8]. The impact of concurrency is studied in [7,14] for hierarchical state
machines and in [15] for recursive state machines. Finally, modular control synthesis for recursive state machines is studied
in [16,17].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the deﬁnitions and introduce our notation. In Section 3,
we show the results on the succinctness of (restricted) Shsms, and compare them to hierarchical and ﬁnite state machines.
In Section 4, we study the complexity of reachability and cycle detection on the considered models. Model checking against
Ltl and Ctl speciﬁcations is addressed in Section 5. We conclude the paper with a discussion on some possible extensions
of the model and our ﬁnal remarks in Section 6.
2. The model
“Model checking” is used to verify properties of an abstract model of a given system. Various kinds of models have been
proposed in the literature and the basic one is the so-called Kripke structure, a ﬁnite state-transition graph whose states
are labeled with atomic propositions. Formally, given a set AP of atomic propositions, a Kripke structure over AP is a tuple
(S,in,R,L), where S is a ﬁnite set of states, in ∈ S is the initial state, R ⊆ S × S is the set of transitions and L : S −→ 2AP is the
labelingfunctionwhichmapseachstates toasetofatomicpropositions,withthemeaningthatL(s)isthesetofalltheatomic
propositions that hold true at s.
In this paper, we model a system by a hierarchically structured graph. In such model, vertices can be either simple nodes
or placeholders for other graphs. The use of such placeholders enables us to represent repeated subgraphs only once and
thus obtain models that are more succinct than equivalent ﬂat Kripke structures. An example of a hierarchically structured
1 Note that the term “scope" is used here with the same meaning as “context” was used in [8]. This change is due to avoid conﬂicts with other known
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Fig. 1. A simple Shsm M.
graph M is given in Fig. 1, and the corresponding Kripke structure MF is given in Fig. 2 where b0
3 and b1
3 are placeholders for
M2 and b0
2 and b1
2 for M1.
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we, respectively, give the syntax and the semantics of the model.
2.1. The syntax of the model
Here, we formally deﬁne the scope-dependent Hsms.
Deﬁnition 1. A scope-dependent hierarchical state machine (Shsm)o v e rAP is a tuple M = (M1, M2, ..., Mk), each
Mi = (Vi,ini,outi,trueAPi,expni, Ei) is called machine and consists of:
• a ﬁnite set of vertices Vi,a ninitial vertex ini ∈ Vi and a set of output vertices outi ⊆ Vi;
• a labeling function trueAPi : Vi −→ 2AP that maps each vertex with a set of atomic propositions;
• an expansion mapping expni : Vi −→ {0,1,...,k} such that expni(u)<i, for each u ∈ Vi, and expni(u) = 0, for each u ∈
{ini}∪outi;
• a set of edges Ei where each edge is either a couple (u,v), with u,v ∈ Vi and expni(u) = 0, or a triple ((u,z),v) with u,v ∈ Vi,
expni(u) = j, j > 0, and z ∈ outj,
In the rest of the paper, we use k as the number of machines of an Shsm M and Mk is called top-level machine.
We assume that the sets of vertices Vi are pairwise disjoint. The set of all vertices of M is V =
k
i=1 Vi. The mappings
expn : V −→ {0,1,...,k} and trueAP : V −→ 2AP extend the mappings expni and trueAPi, respectively. If expn(u) = j > 0, the
vertex u expands to the machine Mj and is called box. When expn(u) = 0, u is called a node. Let us deﬁne the closure
expn+ : V −→ 2{0,1,...,k}, as: h ∈ expn+(u) if either h = expn(u) or there exists u  ∈ Vexpn(u) such that h ∈ expn+(u ). We say that
a vertex u is an ancestor of v and v is a descendant from u if v ∈ Vh,f o rh ∈ expn+(u).
As an example of an Shsm M see Fig. 1, where p1,p2,p3 are atomic propositions labeling nodes and boxes of M, ini and zi
are, respectively, entry nodes and exit nodes for i = 1,2,3, and expn(bi
j) = j − 1f o ri = 0,1 and j = 2,3.
We present now a class of Shsms on which it is possible to give more efﬁcient algorithms for solving model checking.
Deﬁnition 2. A restricted Shsm M is an Shsm where for all vertices u,v such that u is an ancestor of v in M it holds that
trueAP(u) ∩ trueAP(v) =∅ .
Such a restriction is quite natural and still allows us to succinctly represent interesting systems. Note that the Shsm of
Fig. 1 is also restricted.
2.2. The semantics of the model
The semantics of an Shsm M, and thus of a restricted Shsm, is given by deﬁning an equivalent Kripke structure denoted
MF.
A sequence of vertices α = u1 ...um,1 m, is called a well-formed sequence if u +1 ∈ Vexpn(u ),f o r  = 1,...,m − 1. More-
over, α is also complete when u1 ∈ Vk and um is a node.
As t a t eo fMF is  α  where α is a complete well-formed sequence of M. Note that the length of a complete well-formed
sequence is at most k, therefore the number of states of MF is at most exponential in the number of machines composing M.1164 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
Fig. 2. The Kripke structure obtained by ﬂattening the Shsm M of Fig. 1.
Transitions of MF are obtained by using as templates the edges of M. Fig. 2 shows the Kripke structure which is equivalent
to the Shsm of Fig. 1. We formally deﬁne MF as follows.
Deﬁnition 3. Given an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk), the corresponding ﬂat Kripke structure MF is deﬁned as:
• The states of MF are  u1 ...um , for 1  m  k, where u1u2 ...um is a complete well-formed sequence.
• The initial state of MF is  ink , where ink is the initial vertex of Mk (the top-level machine of M).
• If X =  u1 ...um  and Y =  v1 ...vn  are states, then (X,Y) is a transition of MF if there is an edge e ∈ Ei,1 i  k, such
that one of the following cases occurs:
• n = m, vj = uj, for 1  j < n,
and e = (um,vn), that is the edge connects two nodes;
• m = n − 1, vj = uj, for 1  j < n − 1, e = (um,vn−1), and vn = inexpn(vn−1), that is the edge connects a node um t oab o x
vn−1 and vn is the initial vertex of the machine which vn−1 expands to;
• m − 1 = n, vj = uj, for 1  j < n, and e = ((um−1,um),vn), that is the edge connects a box um−1 to a node vn, through
the output vertex um ∈ outexpn(um−1);
• n = m, vj = uj, for 1  j < n − 1, e = ((um−1,um),vn−1), um ∈ outexpn(um−1), and vn = inexpn(vn−1), that is the edge con-
nects two boxes.
• ThelabelingofMF issuchthatastateX =  u1 ...um islabeledbythesetofatomicpropositionstrueAP(X) =∪ m
j=1trueAP(uj).
Analternativerecursivedeﬁnitionof MF.GivenanShsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk),itisimmediatetoobservethatthetuple Mh =
(M1,M2,...,Mh),1 h  k,i sa nShsm as well. Clearly, Mk = M. In the following, we sketch how to compute recursively the
ﬂat Kripke structures MF
h.
We start with MF
1 which is obtained from machine M1 by simply replacing each vertex u with a state  u  labeled with
trueAP( u ) = trueAP(u) (recall that by deﬁnition all vertices of M1 are nodes). Thus, for each edge (v,w) ∈ E1 we add a
transition ( v , w ) in MF
1.
For h > 1, MF
h is obtained from Mh by simply replacing each box u of Mh with a copy of the Kripke structure MF
expn(u).
More precisely, for each node u ∈ Vh,  u  i sas t a t eo fMF
h which is labeled with trueAP(u) and for each box u ∈ Vh and state
 α  of MF
expn(u),  uα  i sas t a t eo fMF
h and is labeled with trueAP(u) ∪ trueAP( α ). The transitions of MF
expn(u) are all inherited
in MF
h, that is, there is a transition ( uα , uβ ) in MF
h for each transition ( α , β ) of MF
expn(u). The remaining transitions of
MF
h correspond to the edges of Mh:
• foreachnodev ∈ Vh andedge(u,v) ∈ Eh (respectively,((u,z),v) ∈ Eh)thereisatransitionfrom u (respectively, uz )t o v ;
• for each box v ∈ Vh and edge (u,v) ∈ Eh (respectively, ((u,z),v) ∈ Eh) there is a transition from  u  (respectively,  uz )t o
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AboxuexpandingintoMh isaplaceholderforMF
h anddeterminesasubgraphinMF isomorphictoMF
h.Thisisemphasized
in Fig. 2, where we have enclosed in shades of the same shape and color the isomorphic subgraphs corresponding to a same
graph MF
h. Therefore, Fig. 2 also illustrates the recursive deﬁnition of MF.
If two distinct boxes u1 and u2 both expand into the same machine Mh, that is expn(u1) = expn(u2) = h, then the states of
MF
h appear in MF in two different scopes, possibly labeled with different sets of atomic propositions: in one scope this set
containstrueAP(u1)andintheotheritcontainstrueAP(u2).Theatomicpropositionslabelingboxesrepresentscope-properties.
In fact, for a given box u, the set trueAP(u) of atomic propositions is meant to hold true at u and at all its possible descendants.
Let us note that contrarily to what happens in Kripke structures, in this model the atomic propositions which do not label u
are not necessarily to be intended false (in Section 4.3.1, we deﬁne the function falseAP(u) of the atomic propositions which
can be stated false at u).
3. Succinctness of the model
The possibility of representing with a single machine Mh more than one subgraph of MF makes our model in general
more succinct than a traditional Kripke structure. Scope properties make this model possibly even more succinct than the
hierarchical state machine introduced by [6]. We recall that a hierarchical state machine (Hsm)i sa nShsm with trueAP(u) =∅ ,
for every box u. In fact, two isomorphic subgraphs of a Kripke structure which differ only on the labeling of the vertices can
be represented in an Shsm by the single machine Mh, while it should be represented by two different machines in a Hsm.
Before stating this more formally, we need some notation.
Given a Kripke structure K a n das t a t eX,atrace of K from X is a ﬁnite sequence σ1σ2 ...σ i of the labels of the states
occurring in a path starting from X. Moreover, for an Shsm M and a boolean formula ϕ over the atomic propositions AP,w e
denote by L(M,ϕ) the set of traces σ1 ...σ n of MF from its initial state such that σn fulﬁlls ϕ. In the rest of this section, we
ﬁx a set of atomic propositions   ={ p1,...,ph},f o rh ≥ 2. We also use a function   which assigns to each subset σ ⊆   the
natural number whose (h-bit) encoding is bh ...b1 where bi is 1 if and only if pi ∈ σ. Formally, we deﬁne  (σ) as

pi∈σ 2i−1
(in particular,  (∅) = 0).
Proposition 1. Restricted Shsms can be exponentially more succinct than Hsms and ﬁnite state machines.
Proof. ConsiderthefamilyoflanguagesL1 oftracesσ1 ...σ n over2  suchthat:σ1 =∅ ;fori < n,σi = σi+1 or (σi+1) =  (σi) + 1;
and  (σn) = 2h − 1. Let ϕ = p1 ∧···∧ph.F o rh = 3, a restricted Shsm M such that L(M,ϕ) = L1 is given in Fig. 1. It is easy to
see that M can be generalized to a restricted Shsm M such that L(M,ϕ) = L1, and |M|=O(h). Since there are 2h different
labels that need to be taken into account, we have that any hierarchical or ﬁnite state machine M  such that L(M ,ϕ) = L1
requires at least 2h different nodes. 
There is an exponential gap also between restricted Shsms and Shsms as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Shsms can be exponentially more succinct than restricted Shsms.
Proof. Consider the Shsm M from Fig. 3, where p1,...,ph are atomic propositions labeling nodes and boxes, ini and z
j
i are,
respectively, entry and exit nodes, and expn(b
j
i) = i − 1f o ri = 1,...,h and j = 0,1,2. Observe that |M|=O(h).
Fix a formula ϕ = p1 ∧···∧ph, and denote with L2 the language L(M,ϕ). Intuitively, L2 contains sequences over 2  which
encode the behavior of a binary counter that besides the usual moves can also jump to a higher value by setting some bits to
1 and all the others to 0. Formally, it is possible to show that any σ1 ...σ n ∈ L2 is such that: (1) σ1 =∅ , (2)  (σn) = 2h − 1, and
(3) for i < n either σi = σi+1,o r (σi+1) =  (σi) + 1, or for some 1 ≤ j ≤ h, {p1,p2 ...pj−1}⊆σi, pj  ∈ σi and σi+1 ={ pj,...,ph}.
Though some sequences satisfying the above three properties do not belong to L2 (due to stuttering), we can prove the
following property which is needed later in the proof:
(*) foreachj = 1,...,h,thereisatraceσ1 ...σ n ∈ L2 suchthatforsomei < n:{p1,p2 ...pj−1}⊆σi,pj  ∈ σi andσi+1 ={ pj,...,ph}.
To complete the proof we need to show that any restricted Shsm M  such that L(M ,ϕ) = L2 has size at least exponential
in h.F i xσ1,σ2 ⊆   such that pj  ∈ σ1 ∪ σ2, {p1,...pj−1}⊆σ1 ∩ σ2 and there is an atomic proposition p ,  >j, such that p  ∈ σ1
and p   ∈ σ2 (i.e., p  distinguishes σ1 and σ2). Let M  be any restricted Shsm such that L(M ,ϕ) = L2.
Fortheaboveproperty(*)andbeingσ1 / = σ2,theremustbethreedifferentstatesX1,X2,X3 ofM F suchthatX3 isasuccessor
of X2, trueAP(Xi) = σi for i = 1,2 and trueAP(X3) ={ pj,...,ph}.F o ri = 1,2, let Xi =  αibiui  where ui is a node, bi i sab o x ,a n dαi
is a sequence of boxes. Recall that from the deﬁnition of restricted Shsm if p  labels any of the boxes in α1 it cannot label any
vertex of the machines to which either b1 or u1 belongs. Thus, either b1 / = b2 or u1 / = u2 must hold (otherwise, since X3 is a
successor of X2 in M F, we would get the contradiction that also X3 could not be labeled with p ). Therefore, for each pair of
different sets σ1 and σ2 as above, there must be two different vertices of M . Since we can choose σ1 and σ2 among 2h−j many
different sets, we can conclude that any restricted Shsm M  such that L(M ,ϕ) = L2 must have at least 2h−j different vertices.
Therefore, if we pick j = 1 we get that such M  must have at least 2h−1 different vertices, and the proposition is proved. 1166 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
Fig. 3. An Shsm M for the language L2.
It is worth noting that the above succinctness results do not add up to each other, in the sense that it is not true that
Shsms can be double exponentially more succinct than Hsms. In fact, Hsms, restricted Shsms and Shsms can all be translated
to equivalent ﬁnite state machines with a single exponential blow-up. From Proposition 1 and the fact that any restricted
Shsm is also an Shsm, we have the following.
Corollary 1. Shsms can be exponentially more succinct than Hsms and ﬁnite state machines.
4. Reachability and cycle detection
In this section, we discuss the computational complexity of the reachability and cycle detection problems for Shsms. We
start deﬁning these problems.
Given a transition system, the reachability problem is the problem of determining whether a given state can be reached
starting from the initial state of the system. In practice, this problem is relevant in the veriﬁcation of systems, for example it
is related to the veriﬁcation of safety requirements: we want to check whether all the reachable states of the system belong
to a given “safe” region (invariant checking problem). In the invariant checking, the region of states is usually expressed by a
propositional boolean formula ϕ (invariant), and this problem can be solved by solving the reachability problem with respect
toanystateinthesetgivenby¬ϕ.Inthispaper,ifnototherwisespeciﬁed,with“reachability”werefertotheproblemdeﬁned
with respect to a set of states represented by a propositional boolean formula. Formally, given an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk)
and a propositional boolean formula ϕ, Reach is the problem of deciding if there exist a state X in MF at which ϕ is satisﬁed
and a path in MF from  ink  to X.
The cycle detection problem is the problem of verifying whether a given state can be reached repeatedly. Cycle detection
is the basic problem for the veriﬁcation of liveness properties, such as “something good will repeatedly happen”. As for the
reachability problem we can ask this question for a single state or for a set of states represented by a propositional boolean
formula. Also here with “cycle detection” we refer to the problem deﬁned with respect to a set of states represented by a
propositional boolean formula. Formally, given an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk) and a propositional boolean formula ϕ, the
problem Cycle is the problem of deciding if there exist a state X in MF at which ϕ is satisﬁed, a path from  ink  to X and a
cycle through X.
In the next two sections, we show that both problems Cycle and Reach are NP-complete. Then, we discuss efﬁcient
solutions for classes of input instances.
4.1. NP-Hardness
First let us recall that, as intuition may suggest, Cycle is at least as difﬁcult as Reach. In fact, given an Shsm M and a
formula ϕ, let us add self-loops to all the nodes in each of the machines Mi (leaving the boxes unchanged) and call this new
Shsm M . This can be obviously done in time linear in |M| and has as side effect for all the states of the corresponding M FS. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177 1167
to have self-loops. Now if a state X in M F exists which is repeatedly (maybe through self-loops) reachable and at which ϕ
is satisﬁed, then X is reachable in MF as well. Clearly if such X does not exist in M F, then a reachable state at which ϕ is
satisﬁed also does not exist in MF. Thus, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The problem Reach can be reduced to Cycle in polynomial time.
Let us underline that the above arguments can be repeated (and in fact they are usually applied) to prove the hardness of
the cycle detection problem on Kripke structures, once it is known the hardness of the reachability problem.
Lemma 1. Problems Reach and Cycle for restricted Shsms and propositional boolean formulas are NP-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction in linear time with respect to the size of ϕ from the satisﬁability problem SAT. Given a boolean
formula ϕ over the atomic propositions AP ={ P1,P2,...,Pk}, we construct a restricted Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk) over AP,
as follows. Each machine Mi,i  1, has four vertices forming a chain: ini,pi,notpi and outi.F o ri > 1, pi and notpi are boxes
expanding into Mi−1, and there are edges ((pi,outi−1),notpi) and ((notpi,outi−1),outi). Vertices p1,notp1 are nodes. Each vertex
pi is labeled by {Pi}, whereas the vertices notpi, ini and outi are labeled by the empty set.
Itiseasytoverifythatamongallthestatesof MF thereare2k statesoftheform u1 ...uk ,suchthatuk−i+1 ∈{ pi,notpi}for
i = 1,...,k. Furthermore, since such ui are all connected, all these states are reachable from the initial state  ink  of MF. Also,
we can deﬁne a one-to-one correspondence between the truth assignments over the atomic propositions P1,...,Pk and such
states, such that a truth assignment ν assigns true to Pi if and only if uk−i+1 = pi in the corresponding state Xν =  u1 ...uk .
Thus, from the labeling of M vertices, a truth assignment ν assigns true to Pi if and only if Pi ∈ trueAP(Xν).
Therefore, a reachable state of MF whose labeling corresponds to a truth assignment fulﬁlling ϕ exists if and only if ϕ is
satisﬁable. The overall construction can be done in O(|ϕ|).
By Proposition 3, the NP-hardness for Cycle follows as well. 
From the above lemma, NP-hardness for the general problems follows.
Corollary 2. Problems Reach and Cycle are NP-hard.
Let us note now that the above hardness results depend on the sizes of two parameters: the Shsm M and the formula
ϕ. It is hence natural to ask oneself whether putting some restrictions on the hierarchical machine and/or on the type of
formulas, one can get efﬁcient solutions for the problems Reach and Cycle.
In Section 4.3 we will show that by considering both restricted Shsm and DNF formulas we are guaranteed to get efﬁcient
algorithms (actually the conditions in Section 4.3 are even more general than this). In Lemma 1 and in the following lemma
it is shown that only one of the two conditions is not enough to get efﬁcient solutions.
When the Shsm is not a restricted Shsm, the hardness follows even when the formula is very simple, as shown in the
following lemma. From this result it descends that problems Reach and Cycle for DNF formulas are NP-hard.
Lemma 2. Problems Reach and Cycle for Shsms and conjunctions of literals are NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce 3-SAT to Reach, then by Proposition 3 we get the hardness also for Cycle.
Letψ bea3-SATformulaψ = C1 ∧ C2 ∧···∧Cn,overasetofatomicpropositions{P1,P2,...,Pk},whereeachCi isadisjunc-
tion of three literals.2 We construct an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk), over the set of atomic propositions AP ={ c1,c2,...,cn},i n
the following way: each Mi,i  1 has four vertices forming a chain: ini, pi, notpi and outi. The vertex pi is labeled with cj,i fPi
occurs in the clause Cj, while the vertex notpi is labeled with cj if ¬Pi is in Cj.F o ri > 1, pi and notpi are boxes expanding into
Mi−1, having edges ((pi,outi−1),notpi) and ((notpi,outi−1),outi). Vertices p1 and notp1 are nodes.
Note that, except for the vertex labeling, M is as in the proof of Lemma 1, therefore all the observations on the states of
MF andtheircorrespondencetotruthvaluationsstillhold.Inaddition,letν beatruthvaluationandbeXν thecorresponding
state of MF: from the labeling of M we have that cj ∈ trueAP(Xν) if and only if ν fulﬁlls a clause Cj.
Now, deﬁne ϕ = c1 ∧ c2 ···∧cn. Clearly, ϕ evaluates to true a tas t a t eXν if and only if ν satisﬁes all clauses Cj and thus ψ.
Therefore, ψ is satisﬁable if and only if there exists a reachable state of MF at which ϕ is satisﬁed.
The overall construction can be easily done in O(|ψ|2) time, and thus the lemma is shown. 
Note that the Shsm M constructed in the above proof is not a restricted Shsm. In general, it is not possible to prove the
lemma for restricted Shsms. In fact, in Section 4.3.3 we show that indeed the restriction of the problems Reach and Cycle to
instances of restricted Shsms M and formulas ϕ in disjunctive normal form can be solved in time linear in the size of M and
ϕ.
2 Recall that a literal is either an atomic proposition or the negation of an atomic proposition.1168 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
4.2. Membership in NP
The problems Cycle and Reach are deﬁned in terms of a Kripke structure MF and use the notion of path deﬁned for
graphs. Since our aim is to solve these problems by analyzing an Shsm, without ﬂattening it, we now consider a notion of
path and a notion of cycle on Shsm, that will be used also in the next sections.
Fix an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk). A sequence of vertices u0 ...un of Mh is a local path in Mh if either n = 0( zero-edge
local path)o rn > 0 and for j = 0,...,n − 1:
• if uj is a node, then (uj,uj+1) ∈ Eh;
• else, uj is a box, then there exists an exit node zj ∈ outexpn(uj) such that ((uj,zj),uj+1) ∈ Eh and there is a local path from
inexpn(uj) to zj in Mexpn(uj).
Inthefollowing,whenwerefertoalocal pathinMh,weusuallyomitthereferencetothemachineMh sinceitisunivocally
determined by the vertices u1,...,un. Moreover, we say that a vertex u ∈ Vh is connected if there is a local path from inh to
u. Observe that if a node u ∈ Vh is connected then there exists a path from  inh  to  u  in the Kripke structure MF
h, while
i fab o xu is connected, a path exists from  inh  to  uin expn(u)  (this can be easily proved by induction on h: for the basis
note that V1 contains only nodes and thus local paths in M1 immediately lead to paths in MF
1; for the inductive step use
the recursive deﬁnition of MF
h). Hence, if a vertex u is connected, this in turn means that there exists a path from  α inh  to
either  αu  or  αuin expn(u)  in MF, for any well-formed sequence α =   or α = u1 ...uj, with expn(uj) = h. Note, on the other
side, that if there exists a path in MF from  ink  t oas t a t e u1 ...um , then there are paths from  u1 ...uj−1 inexpn(uj−1)  to
 u1 ...uj−1uj inexpn(uj)  for j = 1,...,m − 1 and from  u1 ...um−1 inexpn(um−1)  to  u1 ...um−1um . Therefore, all vertices uj for
j = 1,...,m are connected.
The above observations help to clarify the relation between the notion of local path in an Shsm and paths in the
corresponding ﬂat Kripke structure, and prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Given an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk), let X =  u1u2 ...um  b eas t a t eo fMF. There is a path from  ink  to X in
MF if and only if all the vertices ui are connected.
In the following, given a box u ∈ Vh, with [u,z] we denote a pair such that either u is a node and z =  ,o ru is a box and
z ∈ outexpn(u) is connected. A local path through a pair [u,z] from u0 to un is a non-zero-edge local path u0 ...un such that for
some 0 ≤ i < n, u = ui and either z =   or ((ui,z),ui+1) is an edge. A local cycle through a pair [u,z] is a local path through [u,z]
from u to itself.
We say that a well-formed sequence u1 ...um is connected to a vertex z1 if there are z2,...,zm such that for j = 2,...,m, there
is a local path through the pair [uj,zj] from inexpn(uj−1) to zj−1. This means that for some well-formed sequence α there is a
path of MF from  αu1inexpn(u1)  to  αu1z1  which visits the states  αu1 ...ujzj  for j = 2,...,m.
The following proposition captures the relationship between cycles in MF and local cycles in M.
Proposition 5. Let M be an Shsm and X =  u1u2 ...um  be a state of MF. Then, X belongs to a cycle in MF if and only if either:
• there is a local cycle through [um, ] or
• there exist 1  i < m and zi such that there is a local cycle through [ui,zi] and the sequence ui,...,um is connected to zi.
Proof. Let X0X1 ...Xr be a cycle of MF through X0 =  u1u2 ...um .L e tu1 ...ui−1 be the longest common preﬁx of all the
complete well-formed sequences αj such that Xj =  αj  for j = 1,...,r (if such preﬁx is the empty sequence, then i = 1).
Observe that i ≤ m since um is a node.
There are two possible cases. If i = m, then clearly by deﬁnition, there is a local cycle through [um, ]. Otherwise, let
α  = u1 ...ui−1uizi be such that ui is a box and zi ∈ outexpn(ui) is connected. (Such α  clearly exists since u1 ...ui−1 is the
longest common preﬁx). By the deﬁnition of local cycle, it is simple to verify that there must exist a local cycle through
[ui,zi]. Also, since X0X1 ...Xr is a cycle for j = i + 1,...,m there are states of MF of the forms Xyj =  u1 ...uj−1inexpn(uj−1)  and
Xzj =  u1 ...uj−1zj (i.e.,correspondingtoenteringandexitingthemachineMexpn(uj−1) whileaccessingitfromboxuj−1 onthe
considered cycle of M) such that: zj ∈ outexpn(uj−1) and the portion of the cycle from Xyj to Xzj goes through a state Xh such
that u1 ...uj−1uj is a preﬁx of αh. Thus, by the deﬁnition of local path, clearly there are zi+1,...,zm such that for j = i + 1,...,m
there is a local path through [uj,zj] from inexpn(uj−1) to zj−1. The converse direction can be shown using analogous arguments.
Therefore, the proposition holds. 
Given an Shsm M, using O(|M|) time we can compute whether its vertices are connected and whether its pairs are part
of a cycle. The proof of this statement can be obtained from a rather simple modiﬁcation of a depth-ﬁrst search on a graph,
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Proposition 6. Given an Shsm M, the set of connected vertices and the set of pairs [u,z] such that there is a local cycle of M
through it can be computed in O(|M|) time. Moreover, given a pair [u,z] and a vertex v, determining if v is connected through [u,z]
can be checked in O(|M|) time.
The following lemma gives the upper bound on the computational complexity of Reach and Cycle.
Lemma 3. Problems Reach and Cycle are in NP.
Proof. Fix an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk), a propositional boolean formula ϕ and a the state X =  u1u2 ...um  of MF. Recall
that m ≤ k.
By Proposition 4, it is possible to verify whether there is a path from  ink  to X in MF, by just verifying whether each ui
is connected, and from Proposition 6, this can be done in O(|M|) time. Moreover, O(|ϕ|+| M|) time is needed to check the
truth of ϕ on X, thus Reach belongs to NP.
Now consider the problem Cycle. From Proposition 5 deciding Cycle reduces to for the existence of a local cycle through
a pair and related local paths through pairs. From Proposition 6, this can be done using polynomial time. Therefore, the
problem Cycle is in NP. 
From Corollary 2 and Lemma 3, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Problems Reach and Cycle are NP-complete.
4.3. Efﬁcient solutions
In this section, we present some conditions on the Shsm M and the formula ϕ which allow us to give efﬁcient algorithms
for both problems Reach and Cycle. In Section 4.3.1, we deﬁne the partial evaluation of ϕ on well-formed sequences. In
Section 4.3.2, we give the algorithms for the above two problems.
4.3.1. The partial evaluation on well-formed sequences
Informallyspeaking,apartialevaluationofϕ onawell-formedsequenceα istheevaluationofϕ ontheatomicpropositions
labeling vertices occurring in α. Given a formula ϕ and two disjoint sets T,F ⊆ AP, let Inst (ϕ,T,F) denote the formula obtained
by instantiating to true the atomic propositions of T and to false those in F. A propositional formula ϕ can be evaluated in a
state X of MF, simply by computing Inst (ϕ,trueAP(X),AP \ trueAP(X)). To solve our problems instead, we would like to ﬁnd
as t a t ei nMF where ϕ is satisﬁed, using the Shsm M, without constructing MF. To this aim we use a greedy approach to
evaluate ϕ: we visit M in a top-down way starting from Mk and at each vertex u we instantiate as many atomic propositions
as possible. The question is: which atomic propositions of ϕ can be instantiated? Surely, we can instantiate to true all the
atomic propositions of trueAP(u), while to determine the atomic propositions which can be instantiated to false is more
difﬁcult: it depends on the vertices that may follow u in any complete well-formed sequence of M. In other terms, an atomic
proposition can be instantiated to false if it labels neither u nor vertices having u as an ancestor, that is it does not belong to
as e ttrueAP
*(u) deﬁned as
trueAP
*(u) = trueAP(u) ∪

v∈Vexpn+(u)
trueAP(v).
Thus, we deﬁne the set of atomic propositions of ϕ that can be instantiated to false at a vertex u ∈ Vh,a s
falseAP(u) = AP \ trueAP
*(u).
We can now inductively deﬁne the partial evaluation of ϕ on a well-formed sequence.
Deﬁnition 4. Given an Shsm M, a propositional boolean formula ϕ over AP and a well-formed sequence α of M, the partial
evaluation of ϕ on α, is deﬁned as

PEval(ϕ, ) = ϕ
PEval(ϕ,αu) = Inst (PEval(ϕ,α),trueAP(u),falseAP(u)).
In the following proposition, we show that our approach for partially evaluating a formula in a top-down way on well-
formed sequences leads to the evaluation of the formula on a state of the ﬂat MF.
Proposition 7. Given an Shsm M, a formula ϕ, a n das t a t eX=  α  of MF :
PEval(ϕ,α) = Inst(ϕ,trueAP(X),AP \ trueAP(X)).1170 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
Fig. 4. An algorithm which solves the problem Reach for each Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk) and formula ϕ such that the partial evaluations
of ϕ in M are uniquely inherited.
Proof. Foreverywell-formedsequenceα = u1u2 ...um,m  1,letT(α) =∪ m
j=1trueAP(uj)andF(α) = AP \ (T(α) ∪ trueAP
*(um)).
Thus, if we are given a state X =  α , then T(α) = trueAP(X) and F(α) = AP \ trueAP(X). Therefore, to prove the proposition, it
is sufﬁcient to show that PEval(ϕ,α) = Inst (ϕ,T(α),F(α)).
The proof is by induction on the length of α. The basis for |α|=1 is trivial. Now, let α = βu with β ∈ V+ and u ∈ V.B yt h e
deﬁnitionofPEval andtheinductivehypothesis,wegetthatPEval(ϕ,α)isgivenbyInst(Inst(ϕ,T(β),F(β)),trueAP(u),falseAP(u)).
Denote such formula as ψ1 and formula Inst(ϕ,T(βu),F(βu)) as ψ2. We now prove that ψ1 = ψ2 and thus the proposition
holds.
Observe that, from the deﬁnition of F(β), trueAP(u) and F(β) are disjoint sets. Thus, since T(βu) = T(β) ∪ trueAP(u),e v e r y
atomic proposition which is instantiated to true to obtain ψ1 from ϕ is also instantiated to true to obtain ψ2 from ϕ, and
vice-versa.
From the above deﬁnition, we get ψ1 from ϕ by instantiating to false all the atomic propositions of F(β) along with all
the atomic propositions of falseAP(u) which are not in T(β) (which have been already instantiated to true). Since falseAP(u) ∩
trueAP(u) =∅ , we can rewrite falseAP(u) \ T(β) as falseAP(u) \ (T(β) ∪ trueAP(u)), which is falseAP(u) \ T(βu). By applying the
deﬁnition of falseAP(u), we get that such set is (AP \ trueAP
*(u)) \ T(βu) and thus AP \ (trueAP
*(u) ∪ T(βu)), which is the
deﬁnition of F(βu).
Therefore, all the atomic propositions which are instantiated to false to obtain ψ1 from ϕ are exactly those instantiated
to false to obtain ψ2 from ϕ. Hence, PEval(ϕ,βu) = Inst(ϕ,T(βu),F(βu)), which concludes the proof. 
In what follows without loss of generality we assume that the formula returned by a partial evaluation is simpliﬁed
according to the following tautologies.
• (ψ∧ true) ≡ ψ,
• (ψ∧ false) ≡ false,
• (ψ∨ false) ≡ ψ,
• (ψ∨true) ≡ true,
• (¬true) ≡ false,
• (¬ false) ≡ true.
We say that ϕ is constant if it is either true or false.
4.3.2. Efﬁcient Algorithms
In this section, we deﬁne a condition on Shsms and formulas to get efﬁcient algorithms for solving Reach and Cycle.
Let M be an Shsm and ϕ be a boolean formula. We say that the partial evaluations of ϕ in M are uniquely inherited iff:
for every two well-formed sequences αu and βv,i fexpn(u) = expn(v) and both PEval(ϕ,αu) and PEval(ϕ,βv) are not constant,
then PEval(ϕ, αu) = PEval(ϕ,βv).
Consider an Shsm M and w.l.o.g. assume that all the vertices are connected (if this is not the case all the non-reachable
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Fig. 5. Algorithm cycle-detection.
Let us ﬁrst examine the problem Reach. Using mainly Proposition 7, we design an algorithm that looks for a complete
well-formed sequence α for which the function PEval(ϕ,α) is TRUE. We give an algorithm that visits the machines of M in a
top-down way and evaluates PEval on well-formed sequences by computing iteratively the function Inst.
Theorem 2. For an Shsm M and a formula ϕ such that the partial valuations of ϕ in M are uniquely inherited, the problem
Reach is decidable in O(|M|·| ϕ|) time.
Proof. Consider an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk),i nF i g .4 the algorithm for solving Reach is shown. Function Reach(h,ψ)
uses a global boolean array visited to record the visited machines, (initialized by the algorithm to FALSE) and computes the
function falseAP(·). For each vertex v of Mh (line 3) ψ is evaluated on it according to trueAP(v) and falseAP(v).I fψ  evaluates
to the constant true on v (line 4), then Reach stops returning TRUE (the algorithm terminates too, returning TRUE). If ψ  still
contains atomic propositions, then v is a box expanding into Mh . Moreover if Mh  has never been visited, then the function is
recursively called on h  and ψ . In case ψ  is false or the recursive call returns FALSE, then another vertex in Mh is processed. It
is easy to see that function Reach(h,ψ)returns TRUE if and only if ψ is evaluated to true on a complete well-formed sequence
of M (see Proposition 7). To conclude the proof, note that if the evaluations of ϕ are uniquely inherited, multiple visits of a
machine Mh are not needed, and thus the overall complexity of the algorithm is linear in |M| and |ϕ|. 
Now we consider the problem Cycle. Our algorithm to solve this problem strongly relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let M be an Shsm with all connected vertices, ϕ be a boolean formula and α = u1 ...uj be a well-formed sequence
such that PEval(ϕ,α) =true. A well-formed sequence exists β such that  αβ  belongs to a cycle of MF and satisﬁes ϕ, if and only if
either
(a) there exists a local cycle in Mh, h ∈ expn+(uj), or
(b) there exists zj such that there is a local cycle through [uj,zj] or
(c) there exist i < j and zi such that there is a local cycle through [ui,zi] and ui,...,uj is connected to zi.
Proof. For the “if” part we show that if one of the three conditions (a), (b), and (c) holds true then a well-formed sequence
β exists such that  αβ  belongs to a cycle in MF. Suppose that condition (a) holds with respect to a local cycle through
[ui,zi]. Since h ∈ expn+(uj) then there is a well-formed sequence  uj,...,ui .N o w ,i fui is a node then choose β =  uj+1,...,ui ,
otherwise choose β =  uj+1,...,ui,inexpn(ui) . Suppose, now, that either condition b) holds, with zj / =  , or condition c) holds:
in both the cases choose β =  inexpn(uj) . Finally, if condition b) holds with zj =   then choose β =  . From Proposition 5, in all
the above cases  αβ  belongs to a cycle, and also PEval(ϕ,αβ) = PEval(ϕ,α) = true.
For the “only if" part, let  αβ =  u1,...,uj,...,um . From Proposition 5, there are 0  i  m and zi and there is a local cycle
through [ui,zi] such that either i = m or ui,...,um is connected to zi.I fj < i  m then there exists a local cycle in Mh, h ∈
expn+(uj), and thus condition (a) holds. If j = i then condition (b) holds. Finally, if j > i, then the sequence ui,...,um is
connected to zi and thus also ui,...,uj is connected to zi, and thus condition (c) holds. 
Now we give the main theorem.
Theorem 3. For an Shsm M and a formula ϕ such that the partial valuations of ϕ in M are uniquely inherited, the problem Cycle
is decidable in O(|M|·| ϕ|) time.
Proof. We propose an efﬁcient algorithm for solving Cycle which implements the idea behind the characterization given
in Lemma 4 and mainly consists of exploring an Shsm M by a depth-ﬁrst visit algorithm (expansions as edges of the graph
in this visit). The evaluation of the formula is done using a greedy approach: as soon as an atomic proposition can be
instantiated the current partial evaluation of the formula is updated; therefore, the partial evaluation of a formula is done as1172 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
Fig. 6. Function cycle.
soon as a vertex is discovered. On each vertex, the information about the connectivity in the graph (i.e., paths through pairs,
presence of cycles, etc.) is computed on the basis of the information collected during the visit of its neighbors. We make use
of some precomputing and global data structures to implement this idea efﬁciently. We assume that the input Shsm M to
our algorithm is such that all the vertices of M are connected. Fix an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk). The detailed algorithm is
given in Figs. 5 and 6. It consists mainly of a function Cycle which is called for the ﬁrst time on k and ϕ and visits all the
vertices v of Mh. Moreover, it is recursively invoked on the machine Mexpn(v) and the formula obtained instantiating ψ on v.
We need to show that this algorithm returns TRUE if and only if there exists a cycle of MF containing a state X at which ϕ
holds true.
The algorithm uses global arrays isInCycle, cycleExpPlus, visited, outSat and sat with the following meaning:
• isInCycle[u,z]=TRUE if there is a local cycle through [u,z];
• cycleExpPlus[u]=TRUE if there exists a local cycle in Mh, with h ∈ expn+(u);
• visited[h]=TRUE if machine Mh has been visited by the algorithm;
• sat[u,z]=TRUE if formula ϕ is satisﬁable at a state  α uβ  such that uβ is connected to z;
• outSat[z]=TRUE if there exists a local path through [u,z ] from u to an exit z such that sat[u,z ]=TRUE.
According to their intended meaning, the global arrays are correctly initialized to FALSE in line 1. In lines 2–5, the entries
of cycleExpPlus[u] and isInCycle[u,z] are precomputed. (Recall that from Proposition 6, we can compute isInCycle[u,z] in
O(M) time. Once this array is computed the computation of cycleExpPlus[u] is trivial.) The ﬁnal step of the algorithm starts
recursive invocations of function Cycle(k,ϕ).
The following observation will be useful in what follows: for each sequence Cycle(k,ϕ),...,Cycle(h,ψ),o fr + 1 consecutive
recursive calls, there are corresponding well-formed sequences γh,ψ = u1 ...ur such that h = expn(ur) and ψ = PEval(ϕ,γh,ψ).
Cycle(h,ψ)iteratively visits all the vertices of machine Mh.G i v e nav e r t e xv, ψ  = PEval(ψ,v) = PEval(ϕ,γh,ψv) is computed.
Now, if ψ  =true, the array sat is updated in lines 5 and 7. Moreover if v is a box then the function looks for a local cycle in
expn+(v) and returns TRUE if and only if condition (a) of Lemma 4 holds.
If ψ  is not a constant (line 9) the function is recursively called on h ,i fMh  has not been visited yet. Note that since the
partial evaluations of ϕ in M are uniquely inherited, all the other possible recursive calls involving machine Mh  must have
the same second parameter ψ , and thus are not needed.
If Cycle(h ,ψ ) returns TRUE, a witness for Cycle is found and thus we are done, otherwise array sat[v,z] is updated for all
vertices z with outSat(z) = TRUE (that is, for all vertices z for which a local path through a pair [v ,z ] exists from v  to z in
Mh  such that sat[v ,z ]= TRUE). Now it is easy to see that the following invariant, which explains more precisely the role of
sat, holds: sat[u,z]= TRUE if and only if either (1) PEval(ψ,u) =true or (2) there exists a well-formed sequence uβ such that
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WhenallverticesofVh havebeenprocessed,thefunctionlooksforalocal cyclethroughapair[u,z]suchthatsat[u,z]= TRUE
(lines13and14).HencethefunctionreturnsTRUEifandonlyifthereexistalocal cyclethrough[u,z],awell-formedsequence
β connected to z and PEval(ϕ,γh,ψβ) = PEval(ψ,β) = true, that is the function returns TRUE if and only if conditions b or c) of
Lemma 4 hold. Line 15 of the algorithm consistently updates outSat for the exits of Mh.
Observe that, once the function returns TRUE for the ﬁrst time, either at line 8 or at line 14, the algorithm returns TRUE,
as well. In the other cases it returns FALSE. Thus, from Lemma 4 the given algorithm is correct.
Concerning the time complexity of the algorithm, note that the assumption that all the vertices are connected can be
accomplished in linear time, due to Proposition 6. We have already observed that lines 2–5 can be done in linear time. For
the function Cycle(h,ψ), it is sufﬁcient to note that lines 2–14 visit at most once all vertices and all edges of Vh, and that
each machine is visited just once (line 10). Finally line 15 can be trivially implemented in time O(|Mh|). Thus, the overall
complexity is O(|M|·| ϕ|). 
Note that the above algorithms can be easily modiﬁed to work for each ϕ and M. In fact, in the general case, a machine
Mh can inherit different partial evaluations of ϕ, thus we just need to program a control which ensures that each machine
Mh is visited at most once for each partial evaluation of ϕ. Thus, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4. Given an Shsm M and a formula ϕ, the problems Reach and Cycle are decidable in O(|M|·2|ϕ|) time.
Observe that when in M there are not scope properties (trueAP(u) =∅for every box u), then the partial evaluations of
every formula ϕ in M are uniquely inherited, and thus Theorems 2 and 3 generalize those given in [6],
4.3.3. Efﬁcient solutions for restricted Shsm
First we show that, in any restricted Shsm, the partial evaluations of a conjunction of literals are uniquely inherited. This
will allow us to complete the reasoning started in Section 4.1 about the complexity of the problems Reach and Cycle (see
Lemmas 1 and 2). Then we introduce a further condition which guarantees an efﬁcient solution to our problems.
Lemma 5. Let M be a restricted Shsm, and ϕ be a formula. If ϕ is a conjunction of literals then the partial evaluations of ϕ in M
are uniquely inherited.
Proof. Let ϕ = l1 ∧···∧lr, where each li is a literal, 1  i  r. Clearly, a partial evaluation of ϕ deletes some literals and
returns either a constant or a conjunction of the remaining literals.
Suppose now that there exist two well-formed sequences of M,s a yαu and βv, such that (1) expn(u) = expn(v), (2) both
ϕ  = PEval(ϕ,αu)andϕ   = PEval(ϕ,βv)arenotconstant,and(3)ϕ  / = ϕ  .Insuchacase,thereexistsaliteralli occurringexactly
in one between ϕ  and ϕ  ,s a yi nϕ .I fli, is the atomic proposition P or the negation of P, then P does not belong to neither
falseAP(u) nor trueAP(u) and this implies, from deﬁnition of the function falseAP, that a vertex w having u as an ancestor is
labeled by P. Note that, for every v  occurring in βv, w has v  as ancestors, and thus P does not belong to falseAP(v ).O nt h e
other hand, P does not belong to trueAP(v ) as well, since M is a restricted Shsm. Therefore, li must occur in ϕ  . 
By combining the above Lemma 5 and Theorems 2 and 3, we can claim that for restricted Shsms and DNF formulas we
obtain more efﬁcient algorithms.
Corollary 3. Given a restricted Shsm and a DNF formula ϕ, the problems Reach and Cycle are decidable in O(|M|·| ϕ|) time.
Now we give a further condition on M and ϕ which allows us to get efﬁcient algorithms when M is a restricted Shsm.L e t
AP(ψ) be the set of atomic propositions of ψ. We say that ψ is local to M vertices iff for every vertex u of M either AP(ψ) ∩
(trueAP(u) ∪ falseAP(u)) =∅orAP(ψ) ∩ (trueAP(u) ∪ falseAP(u)) = AP(ψ)holds.ItispossibletoprovethatforarestrictedShsm
M,i fϕ is of the form ϕ1 ∧···∧ϕm where each ϕi is local to M vertices, then the partial evaluations of ϕ in M are uniquely
inherited. Therefore, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Given a restricted Shsm M and a formula ϕ which is a conjunction of formulas that are local to M vertices, the
problems Reach and Cycle are decidable in O(|M|·| ϕ|) time.
As a ﬁnal remark, note that from Lemma 2, Reach and Cycle are NP-hard for Shsms even if we restrict to conjunctions of
formulas which are local to the vertices of the considered Shsm.
5. LTL and CTL model checking
Modelcheckingagainsttemporallogicspeciﬁcationsisdeﬁnedas:givenasystemmodelK andatemporallogicformulaϕ,
doesK satisfyϕ?ThesystemmodelusuallyisaKripkestructureandfulﬁllmentofformulasisdeﬁnedoverthecomputations1174 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
of the model. Temporal logic formulas are built from atomic propositions using the boolean operators, temporal operators
(such as until, next), and in case of branching-time requirements also path quantiﬁers. In this section, we consider model
checking of (restricted) Shsms against Ltl [9] and Ctl [1] requirements. We do not make an explicit use of the syntax and
the semantics of these logics, therefore we refer the reader to [18] for a formal deﬁnition.
5.1. Ltl model checking
We follow the automata theoretic approach [19] and solve the model checking problem by a reduction to the emptiness
problem for the intersection of an Shsm and a Büchi automaton. A Büchi automaton A = (Q,q1, ,L,T) is a Kripke structure
(Q,q1, ,L) together with a set of accepting states T.
LetM = (M1,M2,...,Mk)beanShsmandA = (Q,q1, ,L,T)beaBüchiautomaton,whereQ ={ q1,...,qm}.Wewillconstruct
an Shsm M  = M

A which is essentially the Cartesian product of M and A, informally deﬁned as follows. The vertices
of M  are labeled just with an atomic proposition which we denote trgt. Since we allow each machine of an Shsm to have
exactly an entry node, we need to make a different copy of each machine Mi of M for each possible state qj of A which can
be coupled with the entry of Mi. Also, in M  we keep track of the atomic propositions which are inherited on expanding a
box to Mi in M by making a different copy of Mi for each possible set of atomic propositions P. Thus, along a run3 of M ,w e
mimic both M entering a machine Mi and A moving to a state qj by entering the copy of Mi which corresponds to qj and P
provided that P is the set of atomic propositions inherited by the nodes of Mi at this point of the computation.
We deﬁne the machines M(i,j,P) of M  = M

A, where 1  i  k,1 j  m, and P is a subset of AP such that P ∪
trueAPM(ini) = L(qj). The vertices of M(i,j,P) are 4-tuples [u,q,j,P]. The third and fourth components of such tuples are the
same for all the vertices of the same graph and are used only as an encoding to distinguish between vertices of different
graphs.Theﬁrstandsecondcomponentsare(u,q)belongingtothestandardCartesianproductofMi andA,withthefollowing
restriction. If u is a node of Mi, the labeling L(q) of q coincides with the labeling of u augmented with the set P of the atomic
propositions that u inherits from its ancestors; for a box u, with expn(u) = h, the labeling of q contains also the atomic
propositions labeling the initial node inh of the expansion of u. The edges of M(i,j,P) are obtained in a standard way from those
of Mi and A such that moving along an edge of M(i,j,P) corresponds to follow both an edge of Mi and a transition of A.
Formally, we have:
• The set V(i,j,P) of the vertices of M(i,j,P) contains quadruples [u,q,j,P], where u ∈ Vi, q ∈ Q, and
• either expnM(u) = 0 and L(q) = P ∪ trueAPM(u),o r
• expnM(u) = h > 0 and L(q) = P ∪ trueAPM(u) ∪ trueAPM(inh).
• The initial node of M(i,j,P) is [ini,qj,j,P] and the output nodes are [u,q,j,P] for u ∈ outi and q ∈ Q;
• For each (q ,q  ) ∈  , M(i,j,P) contains the following edges:
• ([u,q ,j,P],[v,q  ,j,P]), for each (u,v) ∈ Ei,
• (([u,qt,j,P],[z,q ,t,P ∪ trueAPM(u)]),[v,q  ,j,P]), for each ((u,z),v) ∈ Ei and qt ∈ Q
We can now give the Shsm M  = M

A as follows:
• M(k,1,∅) is the top-level machine of M , (see Deﬁnition 3);
• Let M(i,j,P) be a machine of M , and [u,qt,j,P] b eav e r t e xo fM(i,j,P).
• If expnM(u) = 0 then expnM ([u,qt,j,P]) = 0;
• If expnM(u) = h > 0 and P  = P ∪ trueAPM(u) then M(h,t,P ) is a machine of M  and expnM ([u,qt,j,P]) is the index of
M(h,t,P );
• The labeling of M  is deﬁned as follows:
• trueAPM ([u,q,j,P]) ={ trgt} for all [u,q,j,P] such that q ∈ T and
• trueAPM ([u,q,j,P]) =∅otherwise.
An upper bound on the size of M  is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Given an Shsm M and a Büchi automaton A with set of states Q, M  = M

A has size O(|Q|2 ·| M|·| A|·| 2AP|).
Moreover, if M is restricted, then the size of M  is O(|Q|2 ·| M|·| A|).
Proof. Let M = (M1,M2,...,Mk) be an Shsm and A = (Q,q1, ,L,T) be a Büchi automaton. Let us ﬁrst consider the size of each
machine M(i,j,P). There is at most one edge in M(i,j,P) for any (q ,q  ) ∈   and (u,v) ∈ Ei and there are at most |Q| edges in M(i,j,P)
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for any (q ,q  ) ∈   and ((u,z),v) ∈ Ei, thus an upper bound to the size of M(i,j,P) is given by (|Q|·| Mi|·| A|) and an upper bound
for the size of M  is

P⊆AP
|Q|
j=1
k
i=1(|Q|·| Mi|·| A|) = O(2|AP| ·| Q|2 ·| M|·| A|).
Now, let M be a restricted Shsm. Given a machine M(i,j,P) of M , for each p ∈ P there exists a vertex u in M such that u is an
ancestoroftheverticesofMi andp ∈ trueAP(u)(thistriviallydescendsfromthedeﬁnitionofM ).FromDeﬁnition2,itfollows
that P ∩ trueAPM(ini) =∅ . Moreover, recall that P ∪ trueAPM(ini) = L(qj). Thus, given i and j, P is uniquely determined as the
set of the atomic proposition belonging to L(qj) − trueAPM(ini) and then at most one machine M(i,j,P) is in M. Therefore, an
upper bound on the size of M  is
|Q|
j=1
k
i=1(|Q|·| Mi|·| A|) = O(|Q|2 ·| M|·| A|). 
GivenanShsmM,wedeﬁnethelanguageL(M)asthesetoftheinﬁnitetracesofMF startingfromitsinitialstate.Thelan-
guage L(A) accepted by a Büchi automaton A is the set of all the inﬁnite traces corresponding to paths visiting inﬁnitely often
as t a t eo fT. The following lemma shows that we can reduce the problem of checking for emptiness the intersection of L(M)
and L(A) to solving the cycle detection problem on M

A and the formula constituted by the only atomic proposition trgt.
Lemma 7. Given an Shsm M and a Büchi automaton A, the problem Cycle of M

A and formula trgt holds true if and only if
L(M) ∩ L(A)/ =∅ .
Proof. Denote with M  the Shsm M

A. For the “only if” part observe that, by a simple induction on the length of runs, it is
possibletoshowthateachrunof M  canbesimulatedbyboth MandA.Moreprecisely,givenarunof M ,thecorresponding
run of M can be obtained by projecting for each state the ﬁrst component of all its vertices, and the corresponding run of A
can be obtained by projecting the second component of the nodes of each state. Also, observe that if a run of M  has a cycle
over a state labeled with trgt we can construct a run of M  which deﬁnitely loops within such cycle by simply pumping it.
Since each vertex [u,q,j,p] is labeled with trgt if and only if q is accepting, we can simulate the resulting run with an accepting
run of A, and therefore, L(M) ∩ L(A)/ =∅holds.
Consider now the “if” part. Let w be a trace over sets of atomic propositions. By a simple induction on the length of w,w e
can show that for each run rA of A and rM of M over w there is a run r of M  which simulates both rA and rM. Moreover, if
w ∈ L(M) ∩ L(A), such run r also loops forever within a cycle which has a state labeled with trgt (for the above observation
on the labeling of M  vertices). Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
Since the formula consisting of the sole atomic proposition trgt has only a partial evaluation, that is trgt itself, from
Theorem 3 and the above result we get the following lemma.
Lemma 8. There exists an algorithm checking whether L(M) ∩ L(A) =∅in time linear in the size of M

A.
As a consequence of the above lemmas, we obtain an algorithm to solving the Ltl model checking for Shsms.
Theorem 5. The Ltl model checking problem on an Shsm M and a formula ϕ can be solved in O(|M|·16|ϕ|) time. Moreover, if
M is a restricted Shsm the problem can be solved in O(|M|·8|ϕ|) time.
Proof. From [19], we can construct a Büchi automaton A¬ϕ of size O(2|ϕ|) accepting the set L(A¬ϕ) of all the sequences that
do not satisfy ϕ, and thus, ϕ is satisﬁed on all paths of M if and only if L(M) ∩ L(A¬ϕ) is empty. According to the construction
g i v e ni n[ 19], each state of the automaton A¬ϕ corresponds to a set of sub-formulas of ¬ϕ which are logically consistent with
eachother,andsuchthateachacceptingrunrewritestheinputsequencewwiththesetsofϕ sub-formulaswhicharesatisﬁed
ateachpositionofw.Therefore,theinitialstatesofA¬ϕ correspondtoallthesetsofconsistentsub-formulasof¬ϕ containing
¬ϕ.F r o mA¬ϕ we can construct a Büchi automaton A  with a single initial state such that L(M) ∩ L(A ) = L(M) ∩ L(A¬ϕ):w e
just add to A¬ϕ a new state (the initial state of A ) along with the transitions from it which simulate the transitions from the
initial states of A¬ϕ which are labeled with the same atomic propositions as the initial node of M. (Observe that we cannot
justcollapsealltheinitialstatesofA¬ϕ becauseofthelabelingonthestates.)FromLemma6,wecanconstructM

A ,whose
size is O(|Q|2 ·| M|·| A¬ϕ|·2|AP|) = O(|M|·16|ϕ|) (since |Q|=| A¬ϕ|=O(2|ϕ|) and 2|AP|  2|ϕ|). Moreover, this size reduces to
O(|Q|2 ·| M|·| A¬ϕ|) = O(|M|·8|ϕ|), when M is a restricted Shsm. Hence, by Lemma 8 we obtain the theorem. 
The best known upper bound on the time complexity of Ltl model checking on Hsmsi sO(|M|·8|ϕ|) (see [6]). Thus, from
the above theorem and since restricted Shsms can be exponentially more succinct than Hsms (see Proposition 1), we obtain
that Ltl model checking could be solved more efﬁciently if we choose to model the system as a restricted Shsm instead of as
a Hsm.
5.2. Ctl model checking
To solve Ctl model checking for Shsm we reduce it to the same problem for Hsm s o l v e di n[ 6].1176 S. La Torre et al. / Information and Computation 206 (2008) 1161–1177
Theorem 6 ([16]). The Ctl model checking of an Hsm M can be solved in O(|M|·2|ϕ|·d), where d is the maximum number of exit
nodes of M.
We ﬁx an Shsm M = (M1,M2,...,Mk) and a Ctl formula ϕ.L e tAPϕ be the set of atomic propositions that occur in ϕ. The
ﬁrst step of our algorithm consists of constructing an Hsm Mϕ such that MF
ϕ is isomorphic to MF.
Let index :{ 1,...,k}×2APϕ →{ 1,...,k2|APϕ|} be a bijection such that index(i,P)<index(j,P ) whenever i < j. Clearly, index
maps (i,P) into a strictly increasing sequence of consecutive naturals starting from 1. For a machine Mi = (Vi,ini,outi,trueAPi,
expni,Ei),1≤ i ≤ k and P ⊆ APϕ, deﬁne MP
i as the machine (VP
i ,inP
i ,outP
i ,trueAP
P
i ,expnP
i ,EP
i ) where:
• VP
i ={ uP |u ∈ Vi}, and outP
i ={ uP |u ∈ outi};
• trueAP
P
i (uP) = trueAPi(u) if u is a node and trueAP
P
i (uP) =∅ , otherwise;
• expnP
i (u) = 0i fu is a node and expnP
i (u) = index(expni(u),P ∪ trueAPi(u)), otherwise;
• EP
i ={ (uP,vP)|(u,v) ∈ Ei}∪{ ((uP,zP∪trueAPi(u)),vp)|((u,z),v) ∈ Ei}.
Let k  = k2|APϕ|. We deﬁne Mϕ by the tuple of machines (M 
1,...,M 
k ) such that for j = 1,...,k , M 
j = MP
i where j =
index(i,P). From the deﬁnition of MP
i it is simple to verify that Mϕ is a Hsm and |Mϕ| is O(|M|2|APϕ|). Moreover, MF
ϕ and MF
are identical up to a renaming of the states. Therefore, from Theorem 6, we get the following theorem (where M is an Shsm,
ϕ is a formula, APϕ is the set of atomic propositions that occur in ϕ, and d is the maximum number of exit nodes of a machine
of M).
Theorem 7.
The Ctl model checking of Shsms can be solved in O(|M|2|ϕ|d+|APϕ|) time.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced the scope-dependent hierarchic state machines as a succinct model of systems and
analyzed the computational complexity of veriﬁcation.
We have considered Shsms composed of machines Mi’s with a single entry. We can generalize the obtained results to
machineswithmultipleentries.Thesemanticsofthismodelisthenaturalextensionofthatgivenforsingle-entriesmachines.
Given a multiple-entry Shsm M, an equivalent single-entry Shsm M  can be obtained by replacing each machine M
which has, say m > 1 entry nodes, with a set of m single-entry machines. Thus, each box expanding into M is replaced with
m boxes, and edges and expansions are updated consistently. This translation causes a quadratic blow-up in the size of the
model. More precisely, given a multi-entry Shsm M we can construct an equivalent single-entry Shsm M  of O(e2|M|) size,
where e is the maximum number of entries to each machine of M. To solve the reachability and cycle-detection problems
on multi-entry Shsms, we can use such a construction along with our algorithms. This approach leads to time complexities
that are quadratic in the maximum number of entries to a machine.
Slightly more efﬁcient algorithms can be obtained by adapting our algorithms to work directly on multi-entry Shsms.
In fact, we can let our algorithms to visit each machine starting either from the entry nodes or the exit nodes depending
on which are fewer in number. Thus, obtaining complexities that increases (with respect to the single-entry case) only by a
factorθ2,whereθ isthemaximumoverallmachinesM oftheminimumbetweenthenumberofentrynodesandthenumber
of exit nodes of M (see also [12]).
Scope properties are also interesting for software veriﬁcation. An Shsm can be seen as an abstract model capturing the
ﬂowofcontrolofacomputerprogram,whereeachmachinecorrespondstoaprogramroutine.Then,theatomicpropositions
can be used to model predicates over the inﬁnite states of the program (atomic propositions on our machines can be used to
model the boolean variables of boolean programs [20]). In particular, scope properties could be used to succinctly express
predicates which involve the global environment.
In our framework, the value of the atomic propositions can be checked along the executions but cannot be explicitly used
to allow/disallow transitions. We could extend our model by allowing the edges to be guarded by boolean conditions over
the atomic propositions and with the meaning that an edge can be crossed if the truth values of the atomic propositions in
the current state satisfy the condition.
Such an extension has been already considered in veriﬁcation for ﬁnite state automata, called ﬁnite state automata with
boolean variables (see [21]). It would be interesting to study the combined effects of hierarchy and boolean variables on the
succinctness of system models and the complexity of the main decision problems. As a ﬁrst interesting property, it is easy
to see that, for the resulting model, the transformation from multiple entries to a single entry would be linear.
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